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ARMISTICE DAY

Following is the text of Colonel Britton’s twenty-third weekly
talk to the people of the occupied countries at 11.15 p.m. tonight
in the B.B.C. European Service:

This is Colonel Britton speaking to the V Army.

Next Tuesday will be November 11, Armistice Day.

For those of us who fought in the last world war as well as this one,
November 11 is a day of great significance.

For us it’s a day of sadness but also of pride. Thirteen million men were

killed in the war which ended on November 11, 1918. Thirteen million men were

killed; but mankind which had faced the greatest threat in its history of progress

had saved its freedom.

The thirteen million men were bound to die. That their death should have

resulted in the preservation of the life and development of the human race was their

triumph and ours.

And it made one thing clear - that the forces of progress were, in the 20th

century, sowell established in man’s mind that the forces of reaction, of barbarism,
of fear and of terror, could never finally gain the upper hand.

Today, this truth is clearer than ever. The struggle is more intense than it

was last time. The menace is greater; the Nazi forces are both stronger and more

evil than were the Kaiser’s forces. But already we know, with complete certainty,
that the Germans are facing inevitable defeat.

That is the truth. It’s a truth not only in the spirit, in courage and faith,
but in practical fact. It finds expression not only in martyrdom but in armies and

petrol and railway lines.

But the war is not won yet and we have much hard fighting to do. And I want

to turn back to 1918 again, because it’s instructive.

In July of 1918 the German people regarded their ultimate victory as certain.

They’d had four years of triumphs, of fanfares and victory communiques. Total

victory seemed - must be - near.

But three months later, on October 1, Ludendorff was urging the German Government

to make peace immediately. The Kaiser’s invincible army was beaten and Ludendorff

knew it.

On November 7, exactly 23 years ago, the German Armistice Commission crossed

the lines to ask the Allied military command for its terms.

And on November 11 - at the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh

month - the Germans signed the terms. The war was ended.

The Germans had collapsed. Suddenly. But this was not just a piece of luck.

The Allies didn’t win the war because of the German collapse. It was the other way

round. The Germans collapsed because they were beaten.

And they were beaten because they could stand the pressure no longer. They

were cut off from supplies by the British Navy, their transport systems were breaking

down through shortages and through sabotage, the occupied countries were in more or

less open revolt, German manpower was declining, and new armies were advancing against

Germany.

November 11 means all that. For the V Army, Armistice Day will be the

celebration of the defeat of the supposedly invincible armies, the Prussian armies of

the Kaiser and the Nazi armies of Hitler. A day of victory.

Let the V Army make it also a day of commemoration, when we think of our dead

in the last war and of our martyrs in this war too, and pay tribute to them at our

monuments.

Armistice Day should be a "Dead March Day" when we walk slowly in memory of

our comrades and, by walking slowly, slow up the Nazi war machine.

Good luck to the V Army.
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